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Abstract:- This paper exhibits another sort of autonomous air channel cleaning robot framework, which comprises of three 
gadgets: the screen and control gadget, the remote robot and the residue assortment gadget. The control standard and 
structure plan of the proposed robot framework are presented. The controlling gadget is proposed and intended to guarantee 
the remote robot to move in straight course and turn consequently at corner. The control components of the remote robot and 
the pivoting brush gadget are portrayed in detail. Right now, 3D model of the remote robot is made and the gathering 
investigation is practiced utilizing Pro/E. At long last, a model of the turning brush gadget is made physically to test the 
cleaning impact of the proposed robot framework. 
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Introduction 

Various examinations by government and condition wellbeing masters have demonstrated indoor air to be a critical ecological 
risk to human wellbeing. Presentation to these contaminants has prompted a wellbeing concern known as "wiped out 
structure disorder" or "SBS". Insights show that 1 out of (50 million) Americans experience the ill effects of hypersensitivities 
brought about by substances found in the home and office. Passing’s identified with asthma have risen 40% in the previous 
two decades. Concentrates in China likewise show that 40%-53% indoor air contamination sources are brought about by 
polluted pipes of focal air-conditioning. Over 75% of the air pipes are profoundly sullied. Notwithstanding, investigate shows 
that mold and microorganisms in air won't be diffused if they didn't join the residue. So dust the spreading medium must be 
cleared so as to chop down the wellspring of sullying. In this way, the air pipe of focal cooling should be cleaned regularly. 
Individuals understood this issue around the mid 1980s and started utilizing mechanical apparatuses to clean ventilation 
work. Lately the air conduit cleaning industry has found another utilization for automated types of gear. The utilization of 
robotics assists with diminishing the work engaged with the cleaning of air pipes. In any case, these mechanical supplies 
despite everything can not understand auto control and need administrators prepared well. To lessen the assignment of the 
administrators, right now, new sort of autonomous cleaning robot framework is proposed to clear the rectangular air 
conduits. This proposed framework is made out of screen and control gadget, remote robot and residue assortment gadget. 
The control rule and structure plan of the remote robot are presented in the accompanying segment. The managing gadget is 
proposed and intended to guarantee the remote robot to move in straight course and turn naturally at corner. The control 
instruments of the remote robot and the pivoting brush gadget are presented in detail. The 3D model of the remote robot was 
made and the gathering investigation is practiced utilizing Pro/E. At last, a model of the pivoting brush gadget is made 
physically to test the cleaning impact of the robot framework. 

Duct Cleaning Robo System  

The proposed robot framework is intended to clean the square shape air channels: Width: going from 400mm to 1000mm; 
Height ranging from 120mm to 1000mm; During this range, the remote robot can travel easily in the elbow of the air conduits, 
which can be test utilizing the model presented in. The working procedure of our proposed robot framework is outlined as 
follows Inspect the inward of air pipe and record the "previously" cleaning condition of the channel Airproof the air duct using 
air cells  Clear the divider of air conduits and blow dust forward; I4) Collect the residue and different contaminants; ( Record 
the "in the wake of" cleaning condition of the channel; ( Remove the air cell. The self-governing air pipe cleaning robot 
framework is made out of three sections: monitor and control gadget; remote robot; dust assortment gadget. The control rule 
and the structure plan of each part will be presented beneath 
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Monitor and Control Device 

Screen and control gadget comprises of monitor unit and control unit. Administrators can examine the working states of the 
remote robot on screen. The "previously" and "in the wake of" cleaning state of air channels can likewise be recorded to be 
checked on by the client in future. The control unit has four fastens as appeared  and are utilized to drive the robot to push 
ahead or in reverse by controlling the turning of the electromotor; is utilized to drive the managing wheels to pivot 
synchronously in a similar speed however extraordinary bearing; I is utilized to activate the pneumatic turning brush and the 
residue assortment gadget. 

 

 

Remote Robot 

Remote robot is the principle part of the entire framework. It is made out of video gadget, driving and directing gadget and 
pivoting brush gadget. The component of the remote robot is 280mm (length) * 240mm (width)* 120mm (tallness). The 
controlling gadget is proposed to guarantee the robot to move in straight course and turn consequently at corner. The control 
components and the capacity of every gadget are demonstrated as follows: Video gadget The video gadget is made out of one 
camcorder (CMOS) and two incandescent lights. The camera is associated with the screen utilizing parole interfaces. All the 
clearing procedure can be reviewed and be recorded to keep in the documents. The tallness, the turning and rotating edge of 
the gadget can be balanced so as to give most extreme all round filtering in various kinds of air channels. The rule of alteration 
is like the tallness change of the tripod. Driving and guiding device Fig shows the driving gadget. So as to expand the contact 
when the robot is moving, double elastic track drive is utilized. Since the erosion coefficient between the elastic and steel is 
0.8, which is 5.8 occasions of plastic and steel and is 4.7 occasions of Aluminum combination and steel; and the contact region 
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between the track and the pipe is a lot greater than the wheel without track. Two controlling wheels are mounted in the front 
of the remote robot went about as its left and right arms, which is activated separately by two monotype AC electro engines. 
The transverse separation between these two directing wheels is intended to be flexible so that before cleaning, each 
controlling wheel is changed in accordance with be 20mm away from the important side of the air channel when the robot 
remains in the focal pivot of the conduit. When the robot begins, these two managing wheels will turn synchronously in a 
similar speed however in invert course (left wheel pivots anticlockwise; while, right wheel pivots clockwise). Also, their 
digressive speed is somewhat greater than the robot's moving rate. So once the left arm contacts the left half of the pipe, the 
Torque M the Tangential Friction P can be changed over into the Pulling Force O' and the Torque M, as appeared in  will 
compel the robot to turn right. The standard of turning left is the equivalent. Right now, ring gear HTD timing belt is utilized 
since it can move high-control in low speed, function admirably in brutal condition and have great wear ability and not many 
clamors. Pneumatic turning brush gadget Pneumatic pivoting brush gadget is the in-your-face part in clearing process. Its 3D 
strong model and its exploratory model are indicated individually in and The instrument associating the brush and the 
pneumatic engine comprises oaf solenoid and a screw. The screw can be drawn out and attracted to alter the length of this 
system and afterward utilize a fastener to bolt it. The rule is something like modifying the tallness of the tripod. The turning 
edge of this gadget can likewise be balanced this way with the goal that all of the dividers and corners in various measurement 
types of air channels can be come to. When the brush starts clearing, the compacted air originating from the opening of the 
associating instrument will blow the residue forward. In the opposite end, the powerful residue gathering gadget will breathe 
in all the residue. The brush head is removable, and has six sets of different measurement types and four sorts of various 
material sort including nylon, steel, tempered steel and copper. Nylon brush head suits air channels of different materials, and 
it won't scratch the divider; Steel brush head suits steel conduits; Stainless steel head suits titanium combination and ablate 
pipes; While, copper brush head suits nonferrous metal pipes. The fiber of the turning brush can likewise be displayed 
utilizing huge disfigurement flexible hypothesis and can be given consolidated the MathCAD programming. Air drag may 
influence extensively the avoidance of a fiber since air drag builds the torque required and diminishes to some degree the 
contact power between a fiber tip and the pipe surface [9-10]. Be that as it may, at high pivot speeds, air drag just has slight 
impact on the avoidance of the bristles. That can be affirmed by analyze. The trial model of the turning brush gadget is made 
physically. The cleaning tests were done in steel air conduits utilizing four distinct sets of brush heads (pivoting speed n = 
8000 r/min). The cleaning impact is acceptable and the diversion of the pivoting fiber can be overlooked. 

 Residue assortment gadget Dust assortment gadget is activated by high force electromotor. It is made out of assortment unit 
and depurating unit. The assortment unit breathes in air with residue, trash and different contaminants and gathers the 
contaminants in pack. While, the depurating unit filtrates the messy air and lets out unadulterated air. All in all, the proposed 
self-sufficient air pipe cleaning robot framework has the accompanying benefits: I Clear naturally: the remote robot can clear 
the pipe forward and backward and turn at corner consequently; Control outwardly: Operators can follow the screen while 
working, and all the cleaning procedure can be recorded on the inherent video recorder. Clean totally: a lot of pneumatic 
pivoting brushes with various materials and measurements are worked inside your ventilation work's measurement as 
indicated by National Air Duct Cleaners Association (NADCA) standard; I4) Manufacture effectively: The remote robot is 
planned with secluded structure to spare the assembling cost and time 

Conclusion 

The new sort of self-sufficient air conduit cleaning robot framework is proposed, which comprises of three gadgets: the screen 
and control gadget, the remote robot and the residue assortment gadget. The control rule and structure plan of each gadget of 
the proposed robot framework are presented. The directing gadget is created to guarantee the remote robot to move in 
straight course and turn consequently at corner. The control components of the remote robot and the pivoting brush gadget 
are presented in detail. Additionally the 3D model of the remote robot is made and the gathering investigation is cultivated 
utilizing Pro/E. At last, a model of the pivoting brush gadget is made physically to test the cleaning impact of the proposed 
robot framework. 
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